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1. Introduction

The use of computers for control and monitoring of industrial processes has expanded greatly in recent years, and will probably expand even more dramatically in the near future. Often, the computer used in such an application is shared between a certain number of time-critical control and monitor functions and a non-time-critical batch processing job stream. In other installations, however, no non-time-critical jobs exist, and efficient use of the computer can only be achieved by a careful scheduling of the time-critical control and monitor functions themselves. This latter group might be termed "pure process control" and provides the background for the combinatorial scheduling analyses presented in this paper. Two
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“Mom & Pop’s Artisanal UAVs”

Less technologically savvy consumer electronics companies…

Download Linux & PREEMPT-RT & ROS ➔ many applied robotics researchers…
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Central Question

What prevents the widespread use of temporally sound system design?

How to reach these users?

Address the needs of the "fat tail" of the potential users population.

utility derived from RT SotA

much expertise

little expertise

much ongoing research
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Current RTOSs expose mainly low-level mechanisms that are too difficult to use correctly.
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Current RTOSs expose mainly **low-level mechanisms** that are too difficult to use **correctly**.

In theory:
- temporally sound, predictable system
- amenable to formal analysis

If you know which pitfalls to avoid…

In practice:
- Domain experts are rarely also scheduling and timing analysis experts – and why should they be?
EXPERTISE BARRIER

Current RTOSs expose mainly low-level mechanisms that are too difficult to use correctly.

In theory:
- temporally sound, predictable system
- amenable to formal analysis

If you know which pitfalls to avoid…

In practice:
- Domain experts are rarely also scheduling and timing analysis experts – and why should they be?
- Don’t need to be a compact flash expert to store a file…!
- Don’t need to be a concurrency control expert to query a database…!
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Who wants to add “yet another tool” as a build dependency?

Static Timing Analysis Tooling Today

$$$ 
and/or
not exactly user-friendly 
and/or
difficult to integrate 
and
static analysis is restrictive

This may work for customers that can’t avoid it…
…but it won’t entice users in the “tail”.
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WHAT IF: `/proc/$PID/max-response-time-estimate`

Suppose:

→ wake-ups of `SCHED_FIFO` tasks automatically tracked
  ‣ over finite window (e.g., one second)
→ re-compute response-time bound whenever observations change
  ‣ based on **observed** peak arrivals and **observed** CPU consumption
→ does not require periodicity: can be represented as an arrival curve

Immediate use:

→ online monitoring (top)
→ adaptive system reconfiguration
→ performance testing
→ integration testing

---

**Formal, sound timing analysis** based on estimated parameters “for free”!

→ much higher confidence from existing testing
ADAPTIVE BELOW-WORST-CASE PROVISIONING
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Standard Assumptions in the RT Literature
→ static workload
→ worst-case execution times (WCETs) known a priori

Reality
→ many promising CPS applications are inherently dynamic
  (e.g., robotics, autonomous vehicles, complex environments, …)
→ cost-efficient commodity multicore platforms → no WCETs!
→ worst-case provisioning = inefficient resource use in the average case
The essence of real-world engineering is graceful degradation rather than static worst-case guarantees that are established once and then hold “forever”.
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![Graph showing context-switch overhead with long tail and core-local, cache-friendly scheduling policies.](image)

- **Core-local, cache-friendly scheduling policies**
- **Long tail**

**Xeon E5-2699 v4 @ 2.2 GHz**

[RTSS‘16]
EXAMPLE: CONTEXT-SWITCH OVERHEAD

The graph shows the percent of samples less than X for different scheduling policies:

- SP-RES
- G-EDF
- P-FP
- P-EDF

Core-local, cache-friendly scheduling policies exhibit a long tail in the distribution of context-switch overhead. The data is from the LitmusRT platform running on an Xeon E5-2699 v4 at 2.2 GHz. [RTSS’16]

[same data, different view]
EXAMPLE: CONTEXT-SWITCH OVERHEAD

- Long tail
- Core-local, cache-friendly scheduling policies

Xeon E5-2699 v4 @ 2.2 GHz

>10× delta between 99th percentile and observed maximum!
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THE PROBLEM

Cost-Benefit Tradeoff not Favorable

Too little gain in confidence for too high an investment, & huge barrier to entry.

Current RTOSs expose primarily difficult-to-use, low-level mechanisms

Current analyses rely too much on highly idealized worst-case assumptions

Lack of confidence in soundness of complex analyses
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A radically different, practical foundation for temporally sound cyber-physical systems

with affordable effort, under realistic assumptions

provably free of timing errors (with high confidence)
Theoretical
Real-time
Operating System

**Theory-oriented Real-time Operating System**

**theory-first approach**: intersection of multiprocessor real-time scheduling theory and RTOS design

*with affordable* effort, under *realistic* assumptions

A *radically different, practical* foundation for *temporally sound* cyber-physical systems

*provably* free of timing errors *(with high confidence)*
Everything is a Remix

To combine or edit existing materials to produce something new.
Five Decades of RT Literature

➔ A *rich* foundation!
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Five Decades of RT Literature

➔ A rich foundation!

No Need for Completely New Inventions

➔ Many great techniques that work to choose from

The Challenge

➔ Select and combine just the right ideas in just the right way, and remove the rest

The Promise

➔ More than the sum of its parts
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(1) **theory-oriented RTOS design**: all provided abstractions must be **temporally sound** (⇒ *any composition is analyzable*)

(2) **declarative OS abstractions**: automatically checkable timing and resource-allocation **goals** (⇒ *domain experts do not need to understand scheduling*)

(3) **temporal reflection**: *transparently & continuously* self-assess temporal correctness and **proactively adapt** when guarantees can no longer be given

(4) **structured uncertainty management**: provide first-class, sound abstractions to manage uncertainty due to **below-worst-case provisioning**

(5) **trustworthy analysis**: verify analysis soundness with **machine-checked proofs** using the **Coq** proof assistant  [not discussed today]
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(1) THEORY-ORIENTED OS DESIGN

all provided abstractions must be **temporally sound**

(⇒ any composition is analyzable)

---

**Challenges**

⇒ Can one still build practical applications with reasonable effort on top of such a minimal, unconventional foundation?

⇒ Massive engineering effort to get the system off the ground…

---

**Purity**
remove anything that isn’t (including long-running processes!)

**Composition**
allow only interactions with backing scheduling theory

**No accidental unpredictability**
y any idiomatic TOROS application must always be analyzable
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(2) DECLARATIVE, HIGH-LEVEL OS ABSTRACTIONS

automatically checkable timing and resource-allocation goals
(\(\Rightarrow\) domain experts do not need to understand real-time theory)

- do not expose scheduling policy
  - no priorities, no processor affinity, no detailed process configuration…
- component-based systems
  - strong time and space isolation + declarative timing goals
- automatic synchronization
  - no locking primitives \(\Rightarrow\) occupancy constraints [monitors]

Challenges

- Need one-size-fits-all scheduling and synchronization policies
- Automatically map specified goals to efficient parameter choices
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temporal Isolation</th>
<th>Spatial Isolation</th>
<th>Execution Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Guaranteed Processor Share (GPS)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Logic &amp; Data Compartment (LDC)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Ephemeral Jobs (EJs)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction of a core (%) + max. scheduling latency</td>
<td>Passive address space + text + heap + bss + entry points (&quot;gates&quot;)</td>
<td>Short-lived, nameless execution context (stack) + run-to-completion semantics (cannot suspend to wait)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**temporal isolation**

**Guaranteed Processor Share (GPS)**
- Fraction of a core (%)
- max. scheduling latency
- \((\alpha, \Delta)\) bounded delay model [Mok et al., RTAS’01]
- realizable with **near-optimal** semi-partitioned reservations [RTSS’16]

**spatial isolation**

**Logic & Data Compartment (LDC)**
- passive address space + text + heap + bss + entry points (“gates”)
- components in Composite OS [Parmer, 2010]
- passive = not necessarily inherited by a thread
- entry points = like system calls
- like objects in an OO language

**execution management**

**Ephemeral Jobs (EJs)**
- short-lived, nameless execution context (stack) + run-to-completion semantics (cannot suspend to wait)
- like callbacks or event handlers in flight
- always start at some entry point
- cannot wait
- cannot be referenced
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**temporal isolation**

**Guaranteed Processor Share (GPS)**
Fraction of a core (%) + max. scheduling latency

**spatial isolation**

**Logic & Data Compartment (LDC)**
passive address space + text + heap + bss + entry points (“gates”)

**execution management**

**Ephemeral Jobs (EJs)**
short-lived, nameless execution context (stack) + run-to-completion semantics (cannot suspend to wait)

Only two ways for EJs to interact

`asynchronous_invoke(LDC::entry_point, GPS) → fork`

`synchronous_invoke(LDC::entry_point, GPS) → call-return semantics`
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→ event-driven / continuation-based / actor-like programming model
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**microkernel philosophy**

*policy freedom*

Aim for **maximal flexibility**: under no circumstance hardcode any policy into the OS.

*The application developer knows best.*

**opinionated design**

*freedom from choice*

Aim for **maximal simplicity**: hide as many choices as possible from the application developer.

"Trust me, I know what’s best in this domain."

---

L4 & Composite

Linux, RTEMS, FreeRTOS…

TOROS
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provide **first-class, sound abstractions** to manage uncertainty due to **below-worst-case provisioning**

- Slack Reclamation + Slack Pools
  Reallocate unused surplus budget of one activity to another one in need.

- Correlation-aware probabilistic sensitivity analysis w/o WCETs

- Expected Safety Margin
  Bound the amount of slack available in the expected case.

**Desired Guarantee: “Margin to Cliff” instead of “Yes/No”**

“an increase in execution time by X% has no ill effects with probability at least Y”
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**CONCLUSION**

**TOROS**

Radically different, clean-slate attempt to address the needs of the “fat tail” of the potential users population.

The Five TOROS Principles

1. Theory-Oriented RTOS Design
2. Declarative OS Abstractions
3. Temporal Reflection
4. Structured Uncertainty Management
5. Trustworthy Analysis